WELL SUMMARY REPORT

OREGON NATURAL GAS DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION WILDCAT

INDEPENDENCE 12-25 Sec. 25 T. 8S R. 4W W.B. 5 M.
573 N 506 E from W/A Cor. Sec25 Elevation above sea level 680 Feet

Compressed from top of KB which is 10.5 feet above ground.

Date 12/10/80

J. Clare D. Dawson
Engineer of Geologist Superintendent
Title Engineer (Resident, Secretary or Agent)

Commenced drilling 11/12/80 Completed drilling 11/23/80 Drilling tools Rotary

Total depth 4826 Plugged depth 3150-2934+ GEOLOGICAL MARKERS DEPTH
Junk 680-466+ 1st Spencer Sd 3098
30-15 2nd Spencer Sd 4022

Commenced producing 11/30/80 Flowing/gas lift/pumping
ABN Date
(cross out unnecessary words)

Initial production NEVER PRODUCED

Casing Record (Present Hole)

Depth of Weight of New or Sec- Grade of Drill hole depth casing 2nd ended or Lapped casing of cement
27 535 0 20 N S K 9-7/8 225

Type Size of perforations Number of D B Method of perforation

10

2824